
 

The USB drum kit IED05 is a software and driver deluxe version that contains a complete set of drums, a preset collection of over 650 sounds, and a huge loop library. This unit is fully compatible with several popular DAW software such as FL Studio 9, Ableton Live 9 Suite, Logic Pro X 10.1/10.2 or Garageband 10.1 together with any other recent Microsoft Windows release. The IED05 is a virtual
drum kit in which you can record and play a multitude of sounds from electric basses, to complex rhythms. The maximum number of sounds is 5,000 free creative drum recordings. On top of that you can add the unique STG18 Drum Set with over 600 highly unique samples from the famous STG18 Drum Set used by top modern drummers for more than 50 years. In addition to the creative
possibilities that this product offers, it also has a very flexible interface that makes it possible for you to draw any custom pattern with a single finger. The IED05 collection is fully compatible with the new FL Studio version 9 (New Mac Version) and the new Ableton Live software (versions 9.0.1 or newer). The IED05 is also in full support of all currently popular DAW software in which in is
compatible with these programs:

The IED05 USB drum kit offers a user-friendly interface with two parameter knobs per drum pad, four controllers for pitch/pan, 3 velocity zones per pad per drum, mod wheel, MIDI CC control, polyphonic pitch/mod wheels, adjustable EQs. The headphone output features stereo outs so you can hear it playing through headphones if your computer doesn't have any speakers. The IED05 is fully class-
compliant, which means that no additional drivers are needed to be installed. Just plug your IED05 into any available USB port and it will immediately work with your DAW software. After connecting the device to the computer you need to go to the "Audio" tab in your Preferences (in FL Studio or Ableton Live) and make sure that "Default output to" is set to USB Audio Device. The driver supports
Windows XP/Vista/7 32-bit/64-bit

This driver is compatible with all automation programs, including but not limited to:

Ion Audio has released an official MIDI mapping software for PC called Ion Control Pro 3. The ION audio "Virtual USB Drum Kit" is an awesome product. It's very functional, has thousands of drums, and is affordable. The only thing I'd like to see change would be the ability to save the patterns you make with one touch. Ion Audio Drum Machine gives users a lot of options where you can easily
load up your own drum sets for any style of music. With Downloadables, you can download many different high quality drum kits for all styles. The Virtual USB Drum Kit contains 500+ high quality samples that are 100% royalty free. It includes 500+ instruments to play pads, basses, leads, horns, kicks...etc...
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